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Who is Alan?

Presently: 

Principal at WirelessLinx Inc. 

Technical advisor for start-ups such as Kiinzel 

Co-own a music school



It started like this…
a plea from my good high school friend



The mandate

GrassRiots called and needed to release a WordPress site in 2 days, and 
mentioned that it needed scaling 

Must be deployed in multiple continents while making it editable live 

The deadline is firm. GrassRiots’ client already had PR lined up!







National Post News.com.au



Africa Review The HinduBBC



What makes a good scalable site?

Eliminate single point of failure 

Elastic site or over-provisioning 

Monitor traffic 

Plan of attack to recover



Web 
Server

LAMP Stack Pressure Points

DNS LB Apache

PHP
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Reverse 
ProxyCDN



We (had no choice but to) embrace Amazon AWS
EC2 c2.medium instances (x9) across 
3 continents 

High-AZ c2.medium RDS in Sydney 

CloudFront / S3 for WordPress assets 

ELB for load balancing 

Route53 for GLB 

SES for email



Application Stack
Webserver: Linux (Apache, PHP 5, APC, 
mysql_nd) 

External services: CartoDB, Scribd 

WordPress: 

TotalCache (APC page cache, CloudFront 
JS/CSS rewrite) 

S3 Upload (Allowed editors to upload media 
that is accessible globally) 

HTTPS Plugin (Rewritten host/routing for 
editors to a dedicated instance)

Varnish

Apache

PHP 5 (mod_php)

WordPress (with 
CartoDB/Scribd)



Some sound precautions for scaling 
WordPress

Admin and end-user instance separation 

S3 storage for media assets 

CDN and caching (such as CloudFront and Varnish) to protect your website 
from getting totally hammered



What can go 
wrong?
Answer: Everything
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Oh boy…



The oh-crap moment…
RDS is highly available, but not globally available 

This is by far the most costly mistake - we cannot use HyperDB. Page returned in 
5 seconds in Europe and 250ms in Sydney. 

Relied solely on Pingdom for external monitoring 

Pingdom didn’t tell you enough about what’s wrong, just that something isn’t right 

Went on the cheap and deployed instances too small 

Sheer HTTP traffic crushed Apache due to no disk swap and CPU-bound



WHAT CAN WE DO 
BETTER?

MORE POWER!



What we really needed…

Cross-region replicas with RDS (Dec 2013) or Home-brew MySQL M/S 

Read slaves to all geographical regions (DB write is NOT a priority) 

Install HyperDB on WordPress and disable W3TC DB Cache 

Smarter EC2 Instances 

Tune Apache



Smarter EC2 Instances

Compute power vs memory vs money: 

Decide between m1.small, c2.medium and m1.medium 

64-bit instance 

Ease of moving up to a bigger instance outweighs the wasted RAM 

Provision ephemeral space, even if you may not use it beyond swap



Some tuning tips

Find the right Apache engine (prefork, worker+fpm, event+fpm) 

Tune to not exceed free RAM and avoid swapping (if you have a tmpfs…) 

Install and use APC 

Tune down / remove un-needed modules



Prefork - use when in a rush
Use prefork when you have no chance to test and need reliability (and have 
money to spend) 

No threading issues or app isolation problems (each connection = process) 

Oldest, most tested spawning model 

Configure your prefork settings to avoid swapping 

assuming 100MB/HTTP instance with 1.5GB RAM free: 
ServerLimit/MaxClients = 15



Apache 2.4 + php_fpm + event

If you have time to test your app, or if your WordPress stack is single-
tenant, this model is the best 

On Amazon Linux: httpd24, php54 and php54-fpm packages 

Make sure to review /etc/php-fpm.d/www.conf and configure your tmp 
directory



Apache modules you can omit:

Authentication: ldap_module, authnz_ldap_module 

Proxy/Cache: proxy_balancer_module, proxy_ftp_module, 
proxy_ajp_module, proxy_connect_module, cache_module, 
disk_cache_module 

Others: dav_module, dav_fs_module, speling_module, substitute_module, 
cgi_module, suexec_module, userdir_module

You can omit as many or as few modules to ensure your site runs!



Simple Apache security measures

Remove methods to avoid vectors 
of attack, and not let people know 
of your site 

Does not replace proper security 
audit and better code practices!

ServerSignature Off 
ServerTokens Prod 
TraceEnable Off 
!

<Directory /> 
 <LimitExcept POST GET HEAD> 
  Order deny,allow 
  Deny from all 
 </LimitExcept> 
</Directory>



Other (silly) things to check

Run your site against site checkers such as Google PageSpeed and YSlow! 

404 Errors and PHP - Do you have a WordPress script showing a fancy 
404 error? Ensure no assets are 404-ing. 

# Apache or PHP instances in all servers = # max connections in MySQL





Try 2 - WalkFree.org re-launch
Grassriots converted walkfree.org from Drupal to WordPress, and in December 18, the site was released 

We’ve improved our software stack and deployment practices 

Scripted software push 

Varnish/APC cache 

m1.small with a decent swap space 

Optimized DB location 

fuse-s3fs for shared media uploads 

(almost)* perfect cutover

http://WalkFree.org
http://walkfree.org


A new year, a new experiment
WirelessLinx helped GrassRiots launch another 
high profile site: gfn2020.org 

Further stack optimization include: 

Apache 2.4 + event + php_fpm 

shared memcached for W3TC object cache 

Some takeaways 

HyperDB, session and cross-region replication

http://gfn2020.org


Make a list and check it twice!

Checklist is really needed with Amazon AWS-based deployment, as there 
are too many knobs to adjust. The defaults don’t always make sense… 

S3 and CORS header 

CloudFront “Forward Query String” 

ELB instance registration 

CloudWatch’s inaccurate ELB reporting



Does it have to be AWS?

Most multi-AZ cloud with Linux can handle this, including Google App 
Engine, Microsoft Azure or Linode. 

Single vendor in this case make deployment much faster, but multi-vendor 
deployment can potentially decrease failure risks



About the various initiatives

Non-profit group to abolish 
slavery around the world and 

educate the public

Network of religious faiths and 
non-profit groups to abolish 

modern slavery



Alan Lok • @alan_lok

Thank you!


